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 International Mountain Balloon Cup in Krosno 2024-05-04 PM

XXIV Górskie Zawody Balonowe w Krosnie Flight 7

40. Balonowe Mistrzostwa Polski Tasks #: 19, 20, 21

Sunrise / Sunset 0510 / 1951

Min. ILP → all goals

Next briefing

QNH

Task 19 PDG Task order any order

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

MMA ---

Marker color ---

Marker drop ---

Logger mark 1

Task 20 HWZ Task order any order

a.

MMA R40m

Marker color white

Marker drop free

Logger mark 2

Task 21 FON Task order any order

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

MMA ---

Marker color ---

Marker drop ---

Logger mark 3

Task data sheet

Scoring area entire contest area

Hesitation waltz (Rule 15.3)

position of various set goals/targets

method of declaration

goals available for declaration any coordinates and altitude above 1500 ft

number of goals permitted

Pilot Declared Goal (Rule 15.1)

logger goal #1    green flag +5 min latest

Launch area

Launch period

PZs in force

Solo flight

1 km

4933/0060

ends at 1950

4943/0132   R30m

Attention! Small power line W of MMA along road

logger goal #2

Scoring period

ends at 1950Scoring period

4847/0183

Scoring area entire contest area

all

not required

not decided yet

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

Scoring area

number of goals permitted 1

goals available for declaration any coordinates and altitude above 1500 ft

min 500m from any GL in the flight

minimum and maximum distance between previous mark 

and declared goal

min 500m

1013

CLA 5340/0317 Airfield, gate 5390/0286

green flag +30 min

Scoring period ends at 1950

min 1 kmminimum and maximum distances between declaration 

point and declared goal

min 500m from any GL in the flight

method of declaration

1

4897/9948

min 2 km

min altitude difference from decl. point to goal 200 ft

minimum and maximum distances  of goal(s) from any goal 

set by the director

Note:

if the green flag 19:15 or later the task 20 is cancelled

minimum and maximum distance between declaration 

point and declared goal(s)

minimum and maximum distances of declared goal(s) from 

any goal set by the director

entire contest area


